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Here you can find the menu of Chanoma Cafe in Sydney. At the moment, there are 13 dishes and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Chanoma Cafe:

If you want to re-live being in Japan, this is the place to go! Everything matcha and it tastes so good. Love all
their dessert choices. I had a sundae and it was yum. Lots of bits and pieces like daifuku, red bean and puffed

rice. Tables inside and outside. Would recommend highly! read more. The restaurant is accessible and can
therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you

can also sit outside and be served. What Pansy Erdman doesn't like about Chanoma Cafe:
A must try if you love Matcha!! I have been coming here for about years and I love love their Matcha Soft Serve
(which usually comes in Matcha cone, if you opt for cone) Matcha-Hojicha Soft Serve! Their soft serve flavours
may change seasonally too, so the mix-flavours options may change from time to time.All their desserts, drinks
and foods are nice. So far I've tried their Matcha Float, Matcha soft serve with mochi... read more. The visitors

love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Chanoma Cafe from
Sydney, with its unconventional Asian fusion cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous
world of fusion cuisine, Moreover, the enchanting desserts of the house shine not only in the eyes of our little
guests. A lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat is used in the easily digestible Japanese cuisine of Chanoma
Cafe, Furthermore, you can get sweet treats, cake, small snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages

here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CAFFÉ

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Desser�
MATCHA

P�tre�
HELADO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Sweet� & Dessert�
SUNDAE

POSTRES

Coffe�
MATCHA LATTE

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
TERIYAKI

MILK

RICE
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